Hon. Luis Muñoz Marín
Governor Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
San Juan, Puerto Rico

Dear Don Luis:

After you mentioned to me your interest in collecting pertinent material for your forthcoming Freedom House Award speech, I sent to New York for the May 20 issue of the NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE containing Chester Bowles' article, "For a New Realism" In Foreign Policy."

I believe you read this, at the time. I thought you might want to review it because of the parallel between some of its points and your own ideas.

It is attached. The article is on Page 9.

Also attached is Walter Lippman's column of last Saturday making the point that, with the Cold War ending, once again the United States is "losing the peace" as it has after every hot war it fought.

Sincerely,

MORTON SONTHEIMER

CC: GA. TM. AMC. MM. SFR. PW. DR.